Site Based Notes 1/18/17
Present: Ashley Melton (Admin), Kelly Thomas (Admin), Rachel Seighman ( Tracey Shep
(EC/Specials), Betsy Arndt (parent), Lauren Maiura (parent), Pam Wiley (TA), Susan Redden
(K), Lauren Adams (1), Kiersten Irving (2), Stacey Elizondo (3), Mindy Jenkins (4), Karen
Cameron (5)
Intervention Plan:
No special projects money-utilize the rotation special time to use intervention-still go to the
special but the classroom teacher will keep 6-10 bubble kids the kids that need to get to
proficiency (the kids you lay awake at night thinking about)
Keep the intervention fun-so the students don’t think they are being punished-individualized to
these students needs
Keep the same kids for the entire week for reading or math but they do not have to be the same
kids for both subjects
Are there any funds to get materials for test prep materials-money was used from the school
reserves to pay for the DOK workshop
Is there any way that we can look at making money available for tutors-there are limited pots
that we can pull money from for personnel-since special projects fund is now gone there isn’t a
pot to pull from
School Wide Questions/Suggestions:
Car Rider Lines- keep kids seated and don’t have them get up during car rider line (remind team
members/team level on duty)
The latch in the fence by 601 won’t latch and swings open in the wind during recess. Can this
be fixed (Mrs. Ruby)
Can the gym mainly be used on Fridays- we try
Tutors-no money
Global Education Ladies- the World in Our Backyard people-give us lots of points-exposes us
the children to culture-some schools come up with their programs-we could do our own program
having parents come in again talking about their culture
Cafeteria- some folks are going back into the kitchen to wash their hands/clean out their
personal items (we can not go back into the kitchen-for any reasons-not from the cafeteria
manager but from the state)
Propping Doors- the gym door that leads out to the bus lot- we don’t want parents to come in to
take their kids from the gym
The workroom ⅘ hall got stuck for about 20/30 minutes
Technology devices in the hallway (chromebooks, ipads, other items)-don’t lay those down in
the hallway so they don’t get broken
Adults (teachers, volunteers, parents)-not to be loud in the halls especially ⅔ hall-sometimes we
are louder than the kids are
Mother/Son Dance-could this be a PTO organized dance or a school dance-could have a bake
sale-dates can be discussed

Next Meeting 2/22/17

